Terms and Conditions - Event Entertainment
Event costs will be agreed based on our event prices prior to the event and a fixed Quote will be issued. Final balance will be
due either on the day of the event day or no later than 7 days after the event.
For large event bookings additional staff may be required at an agreed cost..
For event bookings where all the children are to be entertained simultaneously (as opposed to rolling provision throughout
the event) and more than 20 children are expected to attend, there will be an additional charge of £25 to cover the cost of an
extra staff member.
MY ARTY PARTY operate within a 10 mile radius of Sheffield City Centre. For events further than this radius there will be an
additional charge of £1 per mile for any distance travelled above 10 miles.
All activities have been tested and deemed safe although liability cannot be taken for reactions or injuries during the
children’s event entertainment or thereafter. MY ARTY PARTY cannot accept liability for occurrences outside our control
including hazards or dangers within the chosen event venue.
It is the responsibility of the parent or carer attending the event to advise of any allergies a child may have.
Very occasionally certain activities may incur a higher material costs and therefore would require a small additional charge
per activity. This would be discussed prior to the event entertainment.
In the event of the organisation cancelling the booking within 14 days of the children’s event entertainment there will be a
cancellation charge of 25% of the total booking cost.
In the unlikely event that MY ARTY PARTYmay need to cancel a booking due to exceptional circumstances we will assist in
finding a suitable alternative for your organisation/event.
MY ARTY PARTY activities can sometimes be a bit messy! Some paints or glues may stain but this will be avoided wherever
possible.
Photography – we may occasionally take photographs for promotional use. Any permission for this will be sought from the
parent/carer beforehand. We endeavour to avoid facial shots.
MY ARTY PARTY requires at least one responsible adult, other than representatives of our company, to be available for the
duration of the children’s event entertainment
MY ARTY PARTY do not have tables or chairs for events. If you would like us to hire these there will be a additional charge for
this
For outdoor events we can provide a small gazebo to offer covered event entertainment if needed, free of charge
MY ARTY PARTY provides table coverings, aprons, ALL tools and materials for the required number of activities, cleaning
materials and friendly support for the children.
All staff are trained, experienced and DBS checked staff and we have £5m Public Liability Insurance. Risk Assessments are
always carried out prior to events and all staff work within our Safeguarding and Health and Safety policies and procedures.

